Telehealth Overview


What is it?
Telehealth is a video and audio consultation conducted online via a digital device (computer,
tablet) or phone (mobile). Your Telehealth appointment will replace your face-to-face
physiotherapy consultation, in the event where you are not able to visit the clinic, to provide
ongoing healthcare services.



Who is Telehealth suitable for?
Our clinic recognizes the importance of active recovery for many conditions and injuries.
Whilst hands-on treatment can sometimes be beneficial in the short term, evidence-based
physiotherapy emphasizes the importance of exercise-based therapy for long-term
management and recovery.

Telehealth is suitable for many conditions and injuries that you might usually attend the
clinic for. In most cases, our practitioners will be able to:
 Understand your condition or injury by interview
 Assess your movements
 Provide reassurance and education on how to manage your injury and pain
 Provide guidance on how to modify your daily activities, exercise and ergonomic setup to manage your injury
 Provide you with new exercises and progress current exercise programs to complete
in your home
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For existing clients
If you are feeling unwell or prefer not to attend the clinic in person,
your appointment can be rescheduled to a Telehealth appointment.
If you are unsure if Telehealth is suitable for management of your
condition, please feel free to contact us and discuss it further with
your physiotherapist or our reception team.
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For new clients
Feel free to contact our reception team to discuss whether Telehealth is suitable for
your condition or injury. Our experienced physiotherapists may be able to provide a shortconsultation or phone conversation to discuss whether it is the right treatment option for
you.


How do Telehealth consultations work?
You will need access to a digital device (computer or tablet) or phone (mobile) that has
proficient online access and a functioning camera and microphone enabled, in order to carry
out an effective Telehealth consultation. Telehealth consultations will be carried out via a
secure online platform called Microsoft Teams. Use of this program does not require you to
download or install any new software on your computer or device. Microsoft Teams is fully
accessible through a webpage browser.

Ideally you will be able to set up in a quiet, well-lit space where you would usually carry out
your physiotherapy or exercise program.

When you book your Telehealth appointment, our reception team will send you an email
with a link to access your Microsoft Teams meeting. This same link can be used for all
subsequent Telehealth appointments with your physiotherapist. If you are unfamiliar with
Microsoft Teams the attached document will give you a step-by-step guide on how to access
your meeting with your physiotherapist. Your physiotherapist will login when they are
ready to commence your session. It may take a few minutes to get the set-up right for
everyone so please be patient with us.
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Your consultation will commence with a discussion, during which your
physiotherapist will ask questions about your condition, injury and general
health. Your physiotherapist may ask you to perform some movements or
exercises in front of the camera and provide feedback on technique or
progressions of exercises. They will usually provide some education around
lifestyle or ergonomic changes and any written education/information
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What is the cost of a Telehealth appointment?
The cost of our telehealth appointments is the same as our face to face appointments.
Our physiotherapists will also be available between appointments via phone and email to
answer simple questions relating to previously discussed information, if there is something
you would like to clarify.



How do I make a payment? Will my private health insurance cover my appointment?

All payments can be made over the phone with our reception team using a debit or credit
card. We are also putting in place an online payment option. Once our online payment
option is in place we will require payment prior to the commencement of your
appointment. Until then, we will provide you with an invoice following your appointment.

As of April 14th private health insurance companies are providing limited rebates on
physiotherapy telehealth services. We advise you contact your provider prior to your
appointment to understand whether you will be eligible for a rebate. This is a changing
space and we will update you if anything changes.
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How to access your Microsoft Teams Telehealth consultation
Once your Telehealth consultation has been confirmed you will receive an email that will
look similar to this…

Select the link at the bottom of the email at your consultation time to join your Telehealth
meeting
This link will open a new browser that looks like this…
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Select the top option on the right Continue on this browser

This will open your meeting, which should look like this…

Ensure your microphone and camera are switched on and select Join now

Wait for your physiotherapist to join your appointment.

After your appointment
Your physiotherapist may send you written information or exercise programs via email or
using the Physitrack app. Please be patient as these can sometimes take time to complete
and send.
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If you need to book a review appointment your physiotherapist may be able
to do this at the end of your session. If they can’t make the appointment for
you at this time or if you are unsure if this suits your schedule a member of
our reception team will be in contact to rebook your review consultation, or
you can book online for all therapists except Guy Zito.
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If you have any questions about your consultation, exercises or the advice we
have given you feel free to contact the clinic at any time on 9387 4999.

Telehealth consultation etiquette


Ensure you are in a well-lit and quiet room



You should have space to complete movements and exercises in front of the camera.
Preferably this would be the space you would normally use to complete your exercise
program, you need to be able to step back from your screen. A laptop or tablet is ideal as
you can angle the screen. You can also join the consult from your phone however this is
more useful for showing us specific things such as a swollen ankle rather than for the whole
consult.



Please ensure you wear appropriate clothing for your consultation, eg if your
physiotherapist is reviewing your shoulder or neck, wear a singlet that allows these areas to
be exposed. If you appointment is in regards to your hip, knee or ankle please wear
underwear and shorts.



If you are having a review consultation and your physiotherapist has previously suggested
use of weights, resistance bands or exercise equipment, make sure you have these nearby
before your consultation begins

**Consultations may be recorded for records or coaching and development
purposes. If your physiotherapist selects to record your Telehealth
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appointment you will see a notification appear on your screen. If you would
prefer your consultation not be recorded make sure you let your
physiotherapist know. All recordings are can be viewed by all participants in
the meeting once the meeting has ended and will only be used to allow us to
improve our telehealth service**
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